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 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng e I t

 By Walter Liebenthal, Santiniketan

 1. Tao-sheng's Youth -His Sojourn on Lu-shan

 Tao-sheng's clan name was Wei R . When he was born 1) the
 family lived in P'eng-ch'eng Vd, the modern Hsi-chotV {**1 in
 northern Kiangsu, where it had moved from Chu-lu MO, in south-

 western Hopei. His father was a magistrate of Kuang-ch'i J* ,a

 district of P'eng-ch'eng-kuo. He had the reputation of being

 an honest official. His biography says: 2)'Sheng was an un-
 usually gifted child who understood easily what he was taught.

 He was the idol of his father who soon recognized his extraor-

 dinary abilities.' With the agreement of his father, he en-

 tered the community of Chu Fa-t'ai BIM at the Wa-kuan-ssu iL

 I-in Chien-k'ang. ) Fa-t'ai's biography says: ) 'From Tung-
 kuan *E (in Shantung). Studied together with Tao-an under

 Buddha Matainga f Wif . ) A bright boy and very good-looking.

 * Part I of this study on Chu Tao-sheng was published in MN XI, 1 p. 44
 ff. under the title Chinese Buddhism During the 4th and 5th Centuries. It

 served to acquaint the reader with some unusual terms which cannot easily

 be understood without a historical introduction.

 1) The date of his birth is unknown. Tang gives it as 360 because he

 thinks Sheng entered the corunity about 371 at the usual age of eleven. In
 this case he would have reached the age of seventy-four. In a note on p.
 611 Tang has 'sixty' which perhaps is a slip.

 2) My quotations from Tao-sheng's biography refer to the Yu-lu ch. 15. 4.
 3) Ihe Chin had changed the name of the capital from -t to &W which

 became taboo and was replaced by M* . In this case I should more correctly

 wr i te Chi en -yeh. Bu t in order to s impl i fy ma t ter s I wr i te Chi en -k'an g through-
 out.

 4) KSCI S p. 354b. Cf. Tang, History p. 204, also 252, 267. Fa-t'ai be-

 lieved in ghosts. The Chien-k'ang shih-lu tWIM ch. 9 p. 6a contains a
 story, also found in the Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 36, Taish5 2035 XLIX p. 340c, in
 which Wang T'an-chih IE?LZ appeared before him after death. They had agreed

 that whoever died first would appear before the other in order to prove the
 existence of ghosts ( "m).

 5) Cf. W. Liebenthal, On the Sanskrit Equivalent of Fu-t'u-teng, inSino-
 Indian Studies III, 3. 4, Santiniketan 1949, pp. 127-130. Ihe 'teng'. in
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 285 A Biography of OCu Tao-sheng 65

 Followed Tao-an to Hsin-yeh Wf, where Tao-an dispersed his
 disciples. T'ai was sent to the capital. ... There he lived

 in the Wa-kuan-ssu.' When he arrived he was ordered to lecture

 on the Fang-kuang ttIOMIg * ) before the Emperor. ) During
 the reign of Chlien-wen Ti (371-372) he was at the zenith of

 his fame and drew many followers. Tao-sheng may have been one

 of them. He died in Chien-k'ang in 387 8) at sixty-eight years
 of age.

 Fa-t'ai was not a great scholar but a famous orator and

 influential through his relations with the gentry. Among his

 patrons we meet Wang Ch'ia 3Ei and his son Hsdn A whose son,

 Wang Hung 3EVU (below note 55), took part in the discussions on

 Instantaneous Illumination. Another patron, Hsieh An XV, be-
 longed to the clan of Hsieh Ling-yun JIMA, the Buddhist poet
 and friend of Tao-sheng (below note 67). With the Dharma Tao-

 sheng inherited the social position of his teacher. 9) Whether
 he was taught any sutra but the Fang-kuang we do not know.10)
 Fa-t'ai's biography says that 'his pupils sat in rows.' This

 looks like an organized Buddhist school, perhaps the first in

 history.

 Tao-sheng adopted the clerical surname of his teacher, Chu.

 In the community he attracted attention because he learned

 easily. At fifteen he was able to lecture and was respected

 as a debater. When he had taken the vows at about twenty he

 himself became a famous teacher.

 Mitanga is normally fransliterated qf, not it as in Fu-t'u-teng, but the
 Mitangl Suitra has e and W. The ISCH 9 p. 389a (cf. version 7) lists the
 variants &, X, X, it. Ihis makes the reading Mitahga probable. Other
 evidence is furnished by a legend in the T'ien-shih chi iXR# (fol. 1 ff.),
 which contains two biographies, that of Kaiyapa, Ch'an patriarch, and that

 of Mitanga, his nirminakiya. Kabyapa Mitahga has become two persons in the
 legend. There Mitanga is written ig as in 1fiiR . He is then called 'J'i.(R .
 The problem remains open.

 6) The Paficavimsatikl, TaishM 221, brought by Chu Shih-hsing from IMotan
 and translated by MDksala.

 7) Between 365, the date of the dispersalof the apostles, and 371. MDst
 probably not long before the latter date.

 8) Cf. The Book of Chao p. 150 note 655.

 9) It is interesting to notice to what extent Baddhism was hereditary
 not only on the mountains but, at least in the early centuries, also in the
 clans. The feuds between the religions were certainly not independent of
 those between the rival families.

 10) Many monks knew no more than one sutra, but the Wa-kuan-ssu was a
 center of Buddhist studies. Fa-t'ai had written some comnentaries called
 i-shu Yk like those of Tao-sheng.
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 66 Walter Liebenthal 286

 Tao-sheng' travels began when he was in his thirties. He

 probably arrived on Lu-shan (a mountain south of the modern

 Kiukiang on the Yangtse river),a center of Buddhist life, early

 in the year 397.11) There he met Hui-yiuan and Sanghadeva, a
 Sarvastivadin from Kashmira who had come to the mountain four

 or five years after 385 ) and there translated the Abhidharma-
 sara g 13) c14) s5ra SAistra composed by Dharma6resti in 391 and the

 11) The Yu-lu p. llOc says that Tao-sheng arrivedatLu-shanin the lung-
 an period (397-401) and stayed there seven years. Tangonp. 613 challenges

 these dates. He thinks that he came earlier because else he could not have

 studied with Sanghadeva who left the Lu-shan in 397. B3ut looking at things
 from another angle, I doubt if he did not arrive even later than 397. The

 four 'comrades' (below note 15) are not listed among the twelve monks Awho par-
 ticipated in the translation of the ta-p'in *kMW (PahicaviAhatikA) in 403-4.
 the greatest social event of the time. If they arrived in Ch'ang-an in 405
 and travelled one year, counting seven years back, 397 would be the earliest

 possibility. After a pause of 5 years the first embassy from the Chin to the
 Ch'in came through in 405. Tang himself in another place (p. 356) says that
 Lai-yQan heard first in405 that Kumirajiva had come, and that then the 'com-
 rades' left. This would give 398-9 for Sferg's arrival at Lu-shan. Besides,
 Wa-kuan-ssu burned down in 397 (KSCFI p. 410a) which eventmay have forced him
 to leave this place.

 12) Gautama Sanghadeva, Abhidharmika, came to Ch'ang-an in 383 but after
 the breakdown of Fu Chien in 385 he went to Lo-yang together with Tao-an's

 disciple Fa-ho Mfg. In Ch'ang-an he had participated in the translation of
 the Vasumitra (the Prakarana-p5da) by Sanghabhutti in 384 and had, together
 with Fo-nien iSt, tried to translate the first version of the JhinaprasthAna
 in which one chapter was lacking. Because these translations of Abhidharma
 texts were not successful, Sanghadeva tried again in Lo-yang after he had

 learned more Chinese, and reedited the Jininaprasthina and the VibhJsa WM104,
 which had been first translated by Sanghabhuiti in Ch'ang-an in 383. His
 version of the Vibhiis in fourteen chapters, also called Vibhais Abhidharma

 or Kuang-shuo Ft;, is now lost. When it became clear that Yao Hsing was an
 even more pious B.uddhist than Fu Chien, Fa-ho and his group went back to
 Ch'ang-an while Sanghadeva 'crossed the river' in 391 on invitation of Hui-
 Yuan. On the Lu-shan he retranslated the Abhidharma-sira. This was done in
 the Pan-ju-t'ai JRX of the Nan-shan ching-she M1ihLb* in 391. The same year
 he retranslated the Tridharmaka, Taisho 1506, already twice translated in
 Ch'ang-an. In 398 he went to the capital where a dinapati, the marquis of
 Tung-t'ing **:t General Wang HsUn*VTfY'o, had built him a monastery (9*).
 There he retranslated Ekottara and Madhayama Agamas with people from Lu-shan

 and lectured on the Abhidharma. KSCH p. 328c; Yu-lu pp. 63c, 64a; Tang,
 History pp. 223, 227, 354, 840; Bagchi, Le canon bouddique en Chine, tome
 ler, Paris 1927, pp. 161, 335.

 13) PIR04"e Taish6 1550 (cf. 1551). Nbst authors say Abhidharma-hrdaya,
 I follow La Vallee-Poussin, cf. Kosa, Introduction p. XLVIII.

 14) B. Nanjio gives lharmajina, Takakusu Iharmottara, La Vall6e-Poussin,
 following Pelliot, gives Dharmasrl, U. Wogihara as above. Cf. Akanuma
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 287 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng 67

 Tridharmaka Suitra, an Agama text, soon afterwards. The same

 year Deva moved from Lu-shan to the capital.

 Tao-sheng stayed on Lu-shan seven years until 405. Then he

 went north together with Hui-yen MJO, Hui-jui MI and Hui-kuan

 ,w. 15) The obituary and the biography both say that on the
 mountain he met Deva and studied Sarvastivada. He lived first

 in the Ching-she16) together with the Indian, but must have
 moved to the Hsi-lin-ssu S later, 7) perhaps after Deva

 Chizen, Indo-Bukkyo koyiu-meishi-jiten p. 167a.
 15) Hui-chiao, KSCH p. 367a 14, says that 'they studied together and were

 equally famous.' Blecause they all started from Lu-shan perhaps on the in-
 itiative of Hui-yuan they just have belonged to his circle. Hui-yuanmust
 somehow have financed or at least prepared this journey. At that time monks

 were not yet popular and needed recormmendations and funds if they did not
 peddle. Fa-t'ai used to travel by cart which implies that monks did not lose
 their social rank in case they had any.

 Among Tao-sheng's companions Hui-jui (355-439) was the oldest. He is

 known as traveller. Caught by tribesmen in west Szechuan, he was kept as
 a slave some years. He is said to have visited India. When in the capital

 he taught the elements of Sanskrit toHsieh Ling-yiin who devised the Chinese
 system of spelling, called fan-ch'ieh. In Chien-k'ang he lived in the 1WU-
 i-ssu AAX, very near the residential quarters of the Hsieh family in Wu-
 i-hsiang (Swallow Street). We read that the circle who met there were called
 the wu-i yu X (comrades of the Swallow or of the Buddhist clergy). Hui-
 jui is the author of the Yu-i lun which probably describes the situation as
 seen in this circle of friends. Cf. Tang, History pp. 298, 325, and Sung-
 shu 58 p. 2b. The Prince (P'eng-ch'eng Wang) I-k'ang (Nan-shih 13) is men-

 tioned in the biography as his patron. KSCH 7 p. 367a; Tang, History pp.
 298, 325.

 Hui-yen (363-443) took part in the translations in Ch'ang-an. Later in
 Chien-k'anghehelped with the translation of the Avataishaka Sitra (Buddha-
 bhadra 418-421) and the compilation of the revised edition of the Nirvana
 Szitra (about 430). (See below.) In the capital he lived in the Tung-an-

 ssu 3:4. KSCH p. 367b, Tang, History pp. 297, 325.
 Hui-kuan, who died between 443 and 447 (cf. The Book of Chao p. 183 note

 786), began his studies with the Lotus Sitra. He became a disciple of Hui-
 yuan; in Ch'ang-anhe studied meditation under Buddhabhadra whom he followed
 to Lu-shan. In 412 he arrived in Chiang-ling iECR (Ching-chou). Ihere he
 met Liu Yu, later Kao-tsuof the Sung, and became the tutor of his son, later
 Wen Ti. As such he was a favorite of the Emperor and took part in the fes-
 tivities at the court. In the capitalhestayed at the Tao-ch'ang-ssu AWX.
 KSCH 7 p. 368b; Tang, History pp. 307, 326.

 16) KSCH biography. This must be the Nan-shan ching-she (or TUng-lin
 ching-she) which Hui-y"an had built when he moved to the Tung-lin-ssu. Cf.
 note 12.

 17) The WCN, Shuo-ch'u 10, has an entry &fWA# followed by IFAWAI
 I-*. Thus some time during his first stay he must have lived at the Hsi-

 lin-ssu. His biography says that in 430 he moved from Hu-ch'iu-shan to the
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 68 Walter Liebenthal 288

 had departed. This monastery is situated in the plain north

 of the mountain while the Tung-lin-ssu 3k* 4X, the residence of
 Hui-yiian, the Ching-she, the Prajna Hall where the sutras were

 translated, and the living quarters of the community and the

 guests were on the top of a steep mountain. Today on a good

 road the climb takes three to four hours but at that time it

 must have taken much longer. This means that Tao-sheng could

 not have taken part in the daily routine of the community. It

 means further that he did not belong to the inner circle which

 in legend has become the White Lotus Society, composed of Bud-

 dhist laymen exclusively. There is not one monk among those

 who participated in taking the vow to enter Paradise together. 18)

 Though Hui-yiian was keenly interested in news from Buddhist

 India (he repeatedly sent disciples there in search of sutras,

 corresponded with Kumarajiva and received every Indian with

 great honours), he was given to conversation rather than to

 serious study.

 Tao-sheng learned Sarvastivada on Lu-shan. This means that

 he read the translation of the Abhidharma-sara and during the
 first year listened to the explanations ofSan hadeva who 'could

 talk and laugh with his Chinese friends.' 19f But very little
 influence of this study is noticeable in his writings. Occa-

 sional reminiscences from the SAra occur, but his world-

 view remained virtually untouched. Hui-lin's statement that
 Tao-sheng 'amalgamated Sanghadeva's Sarvastivada with Kumara-

 jiva's Mahayana' ) cannot mean that at any time he was a
 Sarvas tivadin.

 Tao-sheng remained on Lu-shan when Sanghadeva had gone.

 This proves that he was personally attached to the older teach-

 er. But he was the keener thinker and in conversation perhaps

 gave more than he took. 22)
 Hui-yuan had been brought up on the Classics, History, the

 Lao Tzu, Chuang Tzu, and the I Ching. His range of learning
 was exactly that of the gentry. He virtually never quotes a

 Ching-she on Lu-shan, which can only refer to the Tung-lin ching-she. There

 he conposed the CSPS and died in 434. Thus during the second sojourn he
 lived in the Tung-lin-ssu, the abbot's residence. Tang, History p. 621 dif-
 fers.

 18) KSChI 7 p. 359a 12.

 19) Biography, JSCH 2 p. 329a.
 20) Cf. translations (14b) note 2, (15k) note 3 to be published later.

 21) In the obituary. From there it has gone into the KSCH.

 22) iAAMi r@1*P , Shanghai 1933, vol. 2 p. 687.
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 289 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng 69

 Buddhist sutra. His Buddhism was, as Tang says, his personal

 impression ofBuddhism, got throufh contact with Tao-an, rather
 than the doctrine of a school, while Tao-sheng searched the

 sutras; he understood all his speculation as interpretation of

 the Scriptures which, as the word of the Buddha, were infal-

 lible. But, as his biographer says, 'in spite of his great er-

 udition, he kept a definite line in his studies,' which means

 that he kept fast to his own problems, the same as that of Hui-

 yuan and his circle, those which were discussed all over sou-

 thern China among the gentlemen of philosophical inclinations.

 On Lu-shan, in that atmosphere of eager expectation, Tao-sheng

 formulated the questions which the sutras and their interpreter,

 Kumarajiva, should answer. This he did irrespective of Indian

 problematics.

 2. Discussion on Lu-shan

 The problem, most discussed on Lu-shan, was the person of

 the Sage, his realm, our own position in the cosmic pageant

 topped by the One. In Indian Buddhism the Buddhas are many;

 they are, basically, always teachers not rulers ororiginators.

 In the Prajniaparamitas they are superhuman, in the Lotus Suitra.

 they fill the chiliocosms with their nirm.anak.ayas, but that team-

 ing multitude could not satisfy the Chinese mind. The Cosmic

 Sage can only be one, ever the same, incomparable; the real

 Buddha was not the figure which appeared once inan eon in order

 to reveal the Dharma, but the magic power in the Origin which

 made things grow, and never exhausts itself. When once the con-

 versation turned to the problem of the longevity ) of the Bud-
 dha, Hlui-yuan said: 'The Buddha is the immutable center of the

 universe; immutable cosmic order, how can it cease toexist?'25 )
 That characterizes also the Buddha, as conceived by Tao-sheng.

 As we shall see, Tao-sheng taught the indivisibility of

 Cosmic Order (li), and consequently the oneness of the Sage.

 In the above statement Hui-y'uan anticipated this step. When

 once he had identified the Buddha with t'i, the one immutable

 source of creation, it was impossible for him to conceive the

 same as several. If so, there would be two sources, two Cosmic

 23) Tang, History p. 360: AiRW iP 1 m .
 24) ;pfiA, the topic of the upfiya-kaudalya parivarta (2).

 25) Ihis conversation is quoted only in the KSCX p. 360a and according

 to Tang, p.632, legendary because, as he thinks, it anticipates the NS. I

 do not think it does. The Buddha, propagated by Hui-y(an, is the Chinese

 Cosmic Buddha, the Sage, not the jimnortal person of the NS.
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 70 Walter Liebenthal 290

 Orders, and how could that be? In Indian Buddhism the World

 has no Summit (or Center) but only a reverse side which is
 Nirvana. A Buddha in Nirvana has left the World. What Order

 should he represent? This point is essential for the distinc-

 tion of the two Buddhisms.

 Tao-sheng, preaching the Cosmic Buddha, followed Chinese

 tradition which was handed down to him by Hui-yuan. He read it
 into the sutras; it was what he called their true meaning cov-
 ered by language, written for the benefit of unintelligent be-

 lievers, which intentionally did not reveal the full truth.

 It seems that on Lu-shan Tao-sheng wrote some of his pam-
 phlets, perhaps that On the Two Truths. The Two Truths ) are
 the two Worlds, this and the other one, about which the Chinese
 were never quite clear: was it a Paradise or NirvaNna? This

 topic had been dealt with in a number of papers during the Chin
 period. It was picked up again when the Middle Path began to
 be debated. The pamphlet Explaining That With theFirst Thought
 in the Eighth Bhumi (the Saint) Realizes His Desire and Attains
 Nirvana, if I am right inassuming that it dealt with the Three

 Vehicles, must belon to this time. Chih Tao-lin had written
 about the Vehicles 2 and Fa-t'ai corresponded with Tao-an
 about the same. No doubt Tao-sheng knew already the Lotus
 Siitra ) and had written something in that line. For, when he
 arrived in Ch'ang-an, he must have been well-known, otherwise
 he would not have been admitted to the inner circle around
 Kumaraj iva.

 3. Tao-sheng in Ch'ang-an

 Kumarajiva had come to Ch'ang-an at the end of the year
 401 29) and after a short dhyana text of only seventeen pages,
 began at once the translation of the monumental Mahffprajn'a-
 paramita? ?astra ) which, however, was found too voluminous

 26) Usually distinguished as samvrti- and paramFrtha-satya. Laukika,
 worldly, is more often used together with dharma or sat, but the meaning is
 the same and on the Chinese side satya, truth, and sat, existence, are not
 distinguished. Cf. Th. Stcherbatsky, The Conception of Buddhist Nirvffna,
 Leningrad 1927, p. 164 note 1.

 27) In the Pien san-ch'eng lun O-EEi. Cf. Ch'eng-lu p. 83c.
 28) The Lotus SiXtra had come to OCina in 255 A. D. In 335 there existed

 already three translations. The similes found there were very popular.
 29) Actually in the beginning of 402, but if we are too exact the con-

 cordance between the Chinese and WVestern calendars is lost.
 30) Taisho 1509. Transl. by E. Lamotte; Le traite de la grande vertue

 de sagesse, tomes 1 and 2, Louvain 1944 and 1949. (BibliothArque du Museon
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 291 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng 71

 for the Chinese public. So in 403 the Ta-p'in itself, i.e.,

 the sutra onwhich the ?astra comments, was taken upand Kumara-
 jiva simply added explanations in Chinese which thus came into

 the original text. The Ta-p'in was translated in an assembly

 of over five hundred monks and laymen. It seems that Tao-sheng

 and his fellow travellers arrived too late to take part in this

 event. But he must have attended the translations of the Vi-

 malaki'rti-nirdeha and of the Lotus Siutra in 405, that of the

 Ch'an-fa-yao (a sutra on ahubha-bhffvanf 31) in 407, and in 408
 that of the Hsiao-p'in Dasasahasrika. To all these sutras,

 with the exception of the Fa-yao, Sheng later wrote commenta-

 ries. He must have left Ch'ang-an immediately after the trans-

 lation of the Hsiao-p'in and arrived on Lu-shan in the summer

 of the same year. )
 We do not know why Tao-sheng left so early, why he did not

 34)
 even wait for the translation of the M&dhyamika Karikas in

 the next year, another great event. Seng-chao says that he

 left 'mid-way', )sosomething must have happened which spoil-
 ed his enthusiasm; a break must have occurred but we can only

 guess what this was.

 It was the fashion of the time to invite famous debaters to

 contests that brought fame tothe winner but humiliation to the

 defeated and must have led toenmities. We know of such a debat-

 ing contest where Tao-shengwonagainst Tao-jung IPA, a favorite

 of the ruler Yao Hsing and also of Kumnrajlva. Tao-jung lectur-

 ed on the Karikas even before they were completely translated.
 As he must have been a self-conscious man and Tao-sheng was

 very frank in his speech, a quarrel between the two can easily

 XVIII). Ihe MPPS comprises 700 pages of the Taisho edition which were trans-
 lated in four years, nearly three times as quick as K.'s average. Seng-jui,
 in his introduction, tells us that the Sanskrit text was cut down to about
 one eleventh of the original size. If we compare his data with the extant
 text, it is about one third of the original size. Maybe K. 's explanations
 were added. Jui says that the Sanskrit was not discussed in comnon, as it
 was normal, but that K. explained in Chinese. He sometimes refers to 'In-
 dians' who are said todiffer in such and such respect from Chinese, cf. pp.
 65b 5 and 684a 25. Perhaps only the first two chapters contain nuch of the
 original Sanskrit (?) text which Kumirajiva nust have believed tohave been
 composed by Nagarjuna.

 31) Taish* 613, cf. Tang, History pp. 302, 308 line 3.
 32) Taisho 227.

 33) Tang, History p. 615.
 34) Taish5 1564.

 35) rPARiiM, Cf. The Book of Chao p. 100.
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 72 Walter Liebenthal 292

 be imagined. 36)
 In Ch'ang-an Tao-sheng made both enemies and friends, Seng-

 chao being one of the latter. But he must have felt an out-

 sider. Kumarajiva was treated like a prince in captivity (he

 called himself 'a bird with cut wings'), access was barred by

 etiquette; he probably could be seen only during lectures.

 Precious though these were, Tao-sheng must have missed the free

 and easy talk, the comradeship of the Lu-shan.

 About the atmosphere in the Academy(6*)at Ch'ang-an we are

 informed through the Yu"-i lun of Hui-jui. There were, accord-

 ing to Tang two antagonist parties: those who followed Kumara-

 jiva into Nahdydna unhesitatingly, and those who had earlier

 gone throuih a study of the Hlhayana Agamas and the Abbidharma
 literature ) which had reached Ch'ang-an some twenty years
 before Kumarajiva. They had difficulty to adapt themselves to

 the new situation.

 The Indian teachers who recited the Agamas were Sarvastivaf-

 dins, that is Hinayanists. ) Tao-an, unchallenged authority
 in Ch'ang-an, propagated Mahayana, but in his last years, - he

 died in 385 -, when the Abhidharmikas arrived, they carried

 the field and the general interest in Ch'ang-an concentrated

 upon the VibbAsai and the Padas. With Kumarajiva's arrival the

 situation changed again. Kumarajiva was born in Kucha and had'

 been brought up with Sarvffstivada but later was converted to

 the Great Vehicle. He still kept the vinaya of the Sarvastiva-

 36) (Tang) KSCH S.p. 462a 16. Biography of Seng-min f*. Tao-jung was
 the author of a commentary on the Lotus SGtra.

 37) There were seven treatises (Pada), (which were, according to the

 Taisho numbers) the JAiSnaprasthNna (1543), a large, badly conposed work, and
 six small treatises: the Prakarana (1541), called the Vasumitra in Ch'ang-
 an; the Vijfianakiya (153), the Dharmaskandha (1537), the Prajffaptidistra
 (1538), the Dh*tukiya (1540), the Samgltipary5ya (1536), all unknown in
 Ch'ang-an; the large conmnentary on the Jnianaprasthana, the Vibh5as (1347);
 some other tratises not in this group, the ancient ;ariputra-abhidharma
 (1548); the Abhidhsrma-amrta-sastra (1553); the Abhidharma-s5ra and its com-

 mentaries (cf. note 13). Usually not counted among the Abhidharmas but be-
 longing to the same class was the Tattvasiddhi (1646), translated by Kamra-
 jiva.

 38) Stcherbatsky (The Central Conception of Buddhism, [dn. 1923, p. 4)
 warns that the term sarvasti does not mean that 'all exists'. 'The battle,
 he says, between the Sarvistivadins and their opponents was foughtonan al-
 together different plane, about a question which had little to do with our
 conceptions of realism and idealism.' So also La Vallee-Poussin, La con-
 troverse du temps, in Mleanjes chinois et bouddhiques, tome 5, 1936-7, pp.

 128-134. Cf. The Book of Chao pp. 35-6.
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 dins but was opposed to their theory.

 The Yui-i lun gives names of teachers hostile to Kumarajiva.

 Little more is known of the situation. It must have been an

 enormous, unwieldy crowd that assembled there which had tobe

 kept in order by strict discipline. The noise cannot have been

 attractive to a cultured gentleman like Tao-sheng.

 4. Life in Chien-k'ang

 From Ch'ang-an Tao-sheng first went back to Lu-shan where he

 arrived late in the summer of 408. He brought toHui-y"an Seng-

 chao's paper On Prajina not Cognizant (of Objects)( i?M%Ofl;k)
 which was read by the members of the community and answered in

 the same year by the Upasaka Liu I-min MuAR. ) Soon after-
 wards, in 409 according to KSCH, Tao-sheng went down to Chien-

 k'ang. Where he first lived we do not know. 40) After 419 he
 stayed in the Lung-kuang-ssu AKY X, also called Ch'ing-yu'an-
 ssu N MI because it had been a vegetable garden before. 41

 At that time there may have been some thirty monasteries42)
 in the capital of which the Wa-kuan-ssu XK X, built in 364,
 was one of the largest. It had been enlarged by Sheng's teach-

 er, Fa-t'ai, and it is just possible that Sheng lived there

 first. 43) One of the oldest and perhaps the most famous place
 was the Tao-ch'ang-ssu 1AMX, built in 323. There Fa-hsien

 39) A leading figure among the gentlemen on the mountain. Hie died in 410.

 Cf. The Book of Chao p. 86 note 329.

 40) Ch'ing-yuan-ssu was built ten years later in 419 by the consort of

 Kang Ti (,faJA), murdered in the next year. Cf. her biography in the
 Chin-shu 32.

 41) Below the Fu-chou-shan XEiaj-, western spur of the Chung-stan 9I in-
 side the northeastern wall of the old city. I think we can discount the

 story toldin the KSCH that after Sheng's expulsion in 428adragon appeared

 becauseof which event the monastery got its name. In the biography of Bud-

 dhajiva in connection with a translation which took place in 423, five years

 before the expulsion, Sheng is already called utAl

 42) Perhaps there were more, but many of them were partsofresidential

 buildings adapted for the purpose of sheltering a Buddha image or relics.

 The chronicles of that time still mention the erection of an image as a

 social event. It is not easy to get exact statistics because smaller mon-

 asteries disappeared quickly or changed their name. Other centers of &sd-

 dhist life, apart from the capital, were Ciang-ling (QCing-chou) in the

 west, Luei-chi in the east, P'eng-ch'eng in the northeast, and the two north-
 ern capitals, but smaller cities had already begun to have their own Bhud-
 dhist shrines.

 43) Wa-kuan-ssu was situated southwest of the city, near the residential

 quarters of the Wang and Hsieh families (above note 15). Cf. P. L. Gail-
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 translated the Nirvana Siutra, Buddhabhadra the Avatams'aka and

 the Mah5s5aghika-vinaya, Pao-yan the Fo-pen-hsing ching (Taish5

 193). Hlui-kuan stayed there when he came to the capital after

 412. More monasteries were built in the i-hsi period (405-

 418), but the high tide of monastery building was under Wen Ti

 in the yuian-chia period (424-453) when Tao-sheng was no longer
 there. 44)

 Life in Chien-k'ang must have been very different from that

 in Ch'ang-an. There was noorganized community under the direct

 supervision of the ruler, but the monasteries were more orless

 private institutions dependent upon the family of the founder.

 The minor clergy did the routine work, reading services and

 making offerings for the spiritual benefit of the founder and

 other clients, while the learned monks, when not occupied with

 translations, had time for study and conversation.

 The interest in Buddhism was greatest among the princes. Liu

 Yu, called Wu Ti as emperor, (420-422), though not averse to

 the new creed, was uneducated and too much of a warrior to

 find time to meditate upon abstruse metaphysical problems. Wen

 Ti (424-454), his son, one of whose tutors had been Hui-kuans

 was friendly tothe clergy and even founded two monasteries,

 but he was not actually a Buddhist and, at least in the first

 half of his regime, the influence of the monks and nuns was not

 dangerously large. Tao-sheng, Hui-kuan, Hui-yen and Hui-jui

 were, on account of their travels and contact with authorities

 like Kumarajiva and Hui-yiuan, recognized as authorities, and

 naturally envied by other monks who had not travelled so far.
 That dissensions were rife seems very probable but with the

 scanty material available to try to trace the factions which
 must have formed seems to be impossible. Famous monks and

 lard, Nankin d'alors et d'aujourdhui. Varidtds sinologiques 23, Sanghai
 1903, p. 50.

 44) Tang, History p. 417. Cf. (Co'ing) ChQen Tso-lin Wf*{i, History of
 the Buddhist Monasteries during the Southern Dynasty (c#W*,!,4).

 45) Tien-chu-ssu W- and Pao-en-ssu *RM4, both in the capital.
 46) Complaints and violent reactions of the court began after Taosheng's

 death. Cf. Sung-shu 97, T'ien-chu chuan 5*X. The Pai-hei lun of Hui-lin,
 a criticismof3Bddhist life written bya monk, had been composed around 433,
 the year before Tao-sheng's death. The memorials complain of the nuns rather
 than of the monks. Monks who were admitted to the court were usually well
 educated, while the inmates of the harems came from low social strata and
 the educational level of their nun acquaintances was similarly low.

 47) So-h6shi ;ik0f, a Japanese scholar-monk whose dates areunknown, con-
 strues a controversy between Fa-hsien and Tao-sheng from a passage in the
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 translators were visited by the ruler,4 8) but only Hui-kuan and
 Ilui-lin went to court as far as we know. 49)

 More intimate must have been the relations between the monks

 and the nobility. We are told of friendships, like that be-

 tween Ilsieh Ling-yiun and T'an-lung 9 5) or between Fan T'ai
 Et *1) and Hui-i ,M.52) Hui-lin , *, )disciple of Tao-yuan

 KSCIIL 'Rt4rZ' which he understands as 'the group of Fa-hsien expelled him,'
 while I, (with Tang p. 619 line 6) read 'in full assembly he was expelled.'

 Fa-hsien died before 423, that is at least five years before the icchantika
 conflict! Cf. The Ichi-j5-bus-sh&-e-nichi-sh6, Taish6 2297, LXX pp. 173c,
 174a, 27 ff. Rlso Taisho 2299 LXX pp. 290c ff. Ibid. 291b liui-kuan is intro-
 duced as opponent but without proof.

 48) The following story from the biography of Tao-sheng in the KSCHI,
 though perhaps legendary, is characteristic for the relations between the

 Emperor and the clergy. 'Sung T'ai-tsu Wen Ti (424-453) thiought highly of
 Tao-sheng. Once he arranged for a gathering which he personally attended.
 The Jineror sat among the monks on the floor where the meal was served. It

 became late and the monks were afraid to go beyond the time limit set for
 meals in monasteries because the sun was already low. 'Well,' said the Em-
 peror, 'let us presume it is midday.' Sheng chorused, 'The sun belongs to

 Heaven. (A quotation from the I ching Li-kua (30) T'uan-tz'u). Heaven is
 the Emperor. It nustbemidday if Heaven says so.' With these words he took
 up his bowl and began to eat. Tle whole community followed. Everybody ad-
 mired his presence of mind.'

 49) COne such event is described in the KSCH 7 p. 368b 21. '0n the third
 day of the third month of the yfian-chia period (426) he (Hui-kuan) was in-

 vited (by Fmperor Wen Ti) to take part in the ch'u-sui ceremony. (Running
 water was led around the ground, on which wine-cups were set floating. Each

 guest had to take the cup and say some verses when it reached him. Kuan)
 was ordered to join in this contest with the other courtiers. Without first

 leaving his seat (Kuan composed a poem and) presented it (to the Emperor).
 He had found beautiful words fitting (the occasion). Wang Seng-ta fromLang-
 ya and Ho Shang-chih from Lu-chiang (below note 57) praised the high style

 (in which the poem was written). They found each other in their enthusiasm

 for all that is beyond the dust of daily life.'
 50) A monk from Lu-shan with whomhe wandered in the mountains of Shang-

 yu. His obituary written by Hsieh is extant in the Hsieh K'ang-lo chi

 J**V1X also XhMCHI 23, p. 266b.
 51) Fan T'ai (335-428) was from Shan-yin in the Shun-yang district 1MFl

 LUM of south Honan. He made a regular career under the Chin and reached the

 office of Imperial Censor ('OPPrg). When the Chin collapsed, he was taken
 ovet into the serviceof the Sung, but got into trouble with the regent for
 Shao Ti and in 424 had to resign. Reinstalled by Wen Ti he was assigned to

 the entourage of the Emperor. In his old age he collected moral writings in

 24 p'ien and developedan inclination for the B3uddhist religion. He founded

 the Jetavana Monasteryon a site near his residence, whichhe richly endowed
 (cf. below note 52). Cf. Sung-shu 60.

 The KHMCHI contains correspondence and memorials concerning the monks'

 habit of sitting on cushions with hanging legs 'like birds at roost' (434L,
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 iRI, belonged to the circle around Prince (Lu-ling Wang) 1-chen

 WRIEA , )together with Hsieh Ling-yiin and Yen Yen-chin.

 utkudakisana) that Fan found shocking. It is strange that among the op-

 ponents, against whomhe appealed to the Emperor was Hid-i, his own protegg,
 abbot of the Jetavana monastery. On his side he had Tao-sheng and Wang Hung

 while li-i was supported by the infiential Hui-kuan. KJIAEHI pp. 77c-79.

 The questionofposture had already been raised by Buddhabhadra who carried

 a cushion to the court to sit on in the presence of the Emperor, but was re-

 fused entrance (ibid. p. 78c 29, read *S for J ). B3uddhist disregard of
 cermonials irritated the court. Mbnks did not k'o-t'ou; they introduced

 themselves as 'poor monk' with out calling their names; and sat croselegged

 only in meditation. These questions were decided under the Liang.

 52) Biography in the KSCI 7 p. 368c. Hui-i made his career by a rather

 doubtful miracle, presenting Liu Yu with a treasure he had been shown in a

 dream. VWhen admitted to the court, he won the heart of Fan-t'ai, shang-shu

 under Liu Yu, who asked himtoorganize the Jetavana Monastery which Fan had

 founded. After the death of WU Ti, Fan grumbled with the regent Hsai Hsien-

 chih and was in danger of falling in disgrace. He asked Hli-i what he should

 do. Hki-i answered: 'Be loyal and obey those who are in power. Then friend-
 ship will be between those on top and those below.' He proposed to Fan that

 he endow the monastery with the rather large area of 60 mou so that 'the

 spirits might help him.' This present was disputed by one of the heirs.

 'You have turned to your advantage the despair of ny father to obtain that

 grant. ' So he took the land away. Hui-i went with the document to argue

 but in vain. T'his case is perhaps typical for the kind of quarrels that

 arose with the growing power of the Church.

 53) Hui-lin made an unusual career fromamonk to a minister, which shows

 that at that time a monk who had education and social appeal could rise to

 the highest social levels. He got his start through a revolt upwards so-

 to-say, siding not with the low against the high but with the high against

 the low, complaining to the Emperor of the coamnity in which he was brought

 up. On that accounthewas considered as a traitor in Buddhist circles, bit
 history will judge differently. The Sangha was superstitious and greedy;

 it throve on the credulity of the believers; and the Emperor was supreme
 judge above the parties. Hui-lin was not the only one to complain. He pro-

 bably had Tao-sheng and Hsieh Ling-yun on his side who knew that Buddhism.

 could not survive if it did not keep its distance from vulgar religious prac-

 tice. The Pei-hai lun, written about 431, is found in the Annals of the

 Sung 97 p. llb f. Biography in Inrnortality 9 first note. Cf. KSCH 7 p. 369a.

 54) 1-chen was the second son of Liu YU and would normally have succeeded

 Liu I-fu (Shao Ti). He followed Liu Yu to Ch'ang-an and was left there as
 commander after the conquest. He was then twelve years old and unable to

 keep order among the officers. A general was sent to replace him, but before
 he arrived the arty had begun tomove out with the loot, was pursued and com-

 pletely routed. I-chen had a narrow escape. He was a kindhearted and in-
 telligent boy, the great hope of the 3uaddho-Taoists of his time. 'If I am

 to be Emperor, my Prime Minister (tsai-hsiang) will be Hsieh Ling-ytun or Yen

 Yen-chih; I shall make Hui-lin the tu-tu of west Yi-chou (the northern part

 of Honan).' He was killed by the regent for Shao Ti, Hail Haien-chih *AZ ,

 In 424. Sung-shu 61 p. 3b; Nan-shih 13 p. llb.
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 Under Wen V he was allowed to 'sit on the place reserved for

 the three highest dignitaries(_i5s),'a distinction that aroused

 the jealousy of Yen. Fan T'ai, Wang Hung i4X, 55) Yen Yen-cl?ih
 ME 5, ) mentioned as patrons of Tao-sheng, Ho Shang-chih 12fl
 z ,57) Meng I X, 58) whose names occur in the biographies of

 55) Wang Hung (379-432). Born in a family from Lin-i Vi? in the Lang-

 ya district of Shantung which had sent famous officials to the court for gen-

 erations. His career, which took him to the position of a t'ai-pao kfx,

 was unusually free of incidents. He is described as a prudent and resolute

 man but also as censorious or overcorrect. Though interested in neo-Taoism

 and Buddhism like many inhis time, he considered himself a Confucian scholar

 and kept the Rules rigidly.

 56) Yen Yen-chih (384-456) was from Lin-i like Wang. A typical 'poor

 cousin'. Ihough belonging to the high nobility, he wRs reared in greatest

 poverty. He took easily to reading and writing but could not fnda position.

 After his thirtieth year his genius was discovered by his brother-in-law,

 a Liu, who introduced him tohis father Liu Ni-chih MJN. Thus he got under

 the protection of this clan and into an official career. Like Hsieh Ling-

 yuin he made his fortune as a laureate by a poem congratulating Liu YuJ, and

 like Hsieh he did not know how to hold this difficult position. A peevish

 character who made himself enemies byunwanted criticism, he became suhnissive
 when he felt the heavy hand of the powerful. Drunkard, he wept and accused

 himself likea beaten child but in his poems hid allusions blaming the ruler

 on whom he depended. When he was about to be sent to Yung-chia, which was

 considered equivalent to exile, he wrote a satirical poem blaming the govern-

 ment but at the same time begged for cancellation of the transfer. Ihis na-

 *ivet6 brought him the removal from all offices. So he lived in complete re-

 tirement for seven years. Duhring this timehewrote the Message to my Family,

 a treatise full of moralising language. Sung-chu ch. 73; Nan-shih 34. When

 the government changed, he rose again to high honours.

 Yen was a true Confucian, conscious of distinctions of rank, who was jeal-

 ous of the clergy intruding into the circle of the privileged. His Mfessage
 to my Family contains few Buddhist ideas but the Ch'eng-lu lists a number

 of pamphlets with comnent on relics, and miracles, also correspondence ap-
 parently in defense of Buddhist tenets. (Tang, History p.440.) When Ho
 Ch'eng-t'ien attacked B3uddhism in the Ta-hsing lun (HMCYII 4 p. 21) Yen re-

 torted in a correspondence which is extant (ibid. pp. 22-7).

 57) Ho Shang-tzu (382-460) was from Ch'ien iX in the Lu-chiang district
 SEN . A sociable Confucian scholar with an even temperament. He made a

 regular career which led him up to a position equal in rank to Prime Minis-

 ter. lie had strong Buddhist inclinations as appears from a memorial (see

 Appendix II) in which he defends Buddhism against Hui-lin and Ho Ch'eng-

 ch'ien. In the school of Lei Tzu-tsung (below note 65), which in 438 was

 enlarged to a school with four faculties, he taught Hsiuan-hsueh 14. Sung-
 shu 66.

 58) No biography is extant but the Sung-shu 66 p. 9a contains a note. He

 loved his brother Ch'ang a and did not accept an office before his death,

 which must be understood as an act of piety. Then he became t'ai-shou in
 Tung-yang *AVAR, later in K'uei-chi where he founded a monastery. Finally he
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 monks and in correspondences of the HNCHI, were all high of-

 ficials. There seems to have been little opposition on this

 side. 59) And Taoist magicians, who in the north soon became
 powerful enough to fight Buddhism, had still little influence

 in the south.

 5. The Shadow of Lu-shan

 This friendship between the wealthy and powerful and the

 poor but educated was anextraordinary social feature, unparal-

 leled in other contemporary societies. Power bowing before

 the thinker, poet, or religious genius was impossible in the

 north where Buddhist and Taoist magicians were used by the

 government for purposes of power politics, but the wise were not

 listened to. Kumarajiva was kept well by Yao Hsing but treated

 as his possession. He suffered the ignominy of being forced to

 live with females in order to produce little sages for the

 ruler. Yao did not probably mean any harm by that procedure,

 but force and friendship do not coincide. When a ruler in-

 trudes into private life he destroys its growth and creates

 cultural deserts. The modesty of the emperors in the south

 was the reason why, during a period of political unrest, the

 civilisation in the Yangtse valley not only survived but flour-

 was called to the capital and became Superintendent of Instruction (t'ai-
 tzu ta-shih), charged with the studiesof the heir apparent. He seems to have

 been a typical donor investing his money in Karma. He is famous for his

 altercation with Hsieh Ling-yUn for whose deathhe shares responsibility with

 other enemies of the poet.

 59) An exception was Ho Ch'eng-t'ien (370-447 or later). A bureaucrat

 with civilian rather than political ambition, hewas rancorous but resource-

 ful. A famous astronomer, he held in his last years the office of Supervisor

 of the Clepsydras in the palace of the Cromn Prince. His career ended below

 the shang-shu. His writings, partly preserved in his biography, Sung-shu 64
 and the Lu--li-chih, ibid. 12(cf. Ch'uan Sung-wen 24), dealt with the calen-
 dar and legal matters. Ihose concerned with Baddhism are found in the HJAJI

 3 p. 17c (correspondence with Tsung Ping concerning the Pai-hei lun of Wi-

 lin); p. 21c (Ta-hsing lun AAM? and the following correspondence with Yen

 Yen-cnih). Information is easiest found in the Pao-ying wen MI.Fl"1, a letter
 with questions answered by Liu Shao-fu (cf. MKINiCI 18 p. 224a, translated Im-
 mortality 10). Ho feels that people when told to abstain from eating meat

 will, quite unnecessarily, feel guilty. For him man as part of nature should

 not be hindered from behaving as every other being behaves. Ho was of the

 conservative type who felt the new standard set byBuddhism to be unnatural.

 Concerning his achievements in astronomy cf. H. Maspero, Les instruments

 astronomiques des Chinois au temps des Han. AM6lanaes chinois et houddhiques

 Vol. VI, 1939 p. 230.
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 ished and developed. Their interest in neo-Taoist or Buddhist

 philosophies made the south the cultural center of China dur-

 ing the Period of Division.

 When Tao-sheng discussed Karma and Final Illumination in

 the circle of noblemen, philosophers and clerics meeting in

 Swallow Street 60) not far from his lodging, the shadow of Lu-
 shan was still lying over the capital. Many of the noblemen

 had climbed this mountain and enjoyed the conversation of the

 great teacher. When they came back to their Yamens they spread

 the news of the Sage who had been incarnated in India and re-
 vealed the secret that the soul must wander through Hells and

 Heavens till in the end itwill reach the Home where the World-

 soul dwells. Some stayed there, built lodges or lived in the

 guesthouse. The circle which formed early became legendary.

 Certain is only that in 402 eight noblemen, led by Hui-y'uan,

 took the vow that before entering the Western Paradise they

 would wait at the gate till all comrades had caught up, a type

 of behaviour which is rare inChinese history, especially among

 members of the gentry. ) The White Lotus Society is said later
 to have counted eighteen worthies(+A?ANf),all literati. Liu

 I-mmn, ) Chou Hsu-chih MM 0,63) Tsung Ping ,64) Lei Tzu-
 tsung t- -, )members of the original circle, are known as

 60) Cf. above note 15.
 61) About this society cf. KSCH p. 357 c ff.; Yu-lu pp. 109b ff.,110a 2;

 Tans, History pp. 365-371.

 62) Liu I-min was famous as the author of the above mentioned vow. He,

 like HAi-yuan, believed in transmigrating souls and explained su1nyati as state
 in which the soul reunites with the World-soul. Cf. The Book of Chao p. 86
 note 329 and p. 151.

 63) Chou HsUi-chih from Y(i-chang ** (Kiangsi). He attended a public
 school opened by the governor of that district. Devoted to study, he re-
 mained a bachelor. 'I cannot help being bothered by my body, but I can help

 being bothered by a wife.' On Lu-shan he formed a trio with Liu I-min and
 the poet T'ao Yuzan-ming. They were called 'the three hermits' (EM). This
 shows that T'ao Yuaan-ming was there not merely for a visit. Called to tutor

 the son of Liu Yu, he got a valuable connection with one who later became

 Emperor Wu Ti, and who helped him to open a school in an eastern suburb of
 the capital. He died in 432 when only forty-seven years old. Sung-shu 93;
 Nan-shih 75; Lu-shan chi LI p. 1039.

 64) Tsung Ping (375-443) was a nobleman from Nan-yang MiA (Honan). He
 was a true 'friend of lofty conversation' who refused to accept an office,
 but spent his time in wandering, conversation, painting and music. lis best
 comrade was his wife as he tells us. His Ming-fo lun, KMCHI p. 9b f., an-
 swers the Ta-haing lun of Ho Ch'eng-t'ien. Cf. Inmortality 12; Sung-shu 93;
 Nan-shih 75.

 65) Lei Tzu-tsung (386-448) from Yu-chang (like Chou HsU-chih). After
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 authors of pamphlets and correspondences. Some became tutors

 in Wen Ti's unorthodox academy in which for the first time neo-

 Taoist or Buddhist ontology (hsuan-hsueh) was taught. 66) They
 are mentioned with great respect in letters of the Emperor and

 his entourage. llui-yUan himself had the reputation of a saint;
 we read that after his death people made pilgrimages to his

 grave, something otherwise unheard of in China.

 It seems that it was left to the lower clergy to organize

 the cult which the higher clergy(^lM)were free toattend ornot;

 what actuallywasdone, what rituals were performed, howmedita-

 tion was practised, we do not know. Only the names of those

 whom Hui-yiuan had sent to India and who came back carrying
 scriptures - Fa-hsien, Fa-lingand others - have become famous.

 Hui-yuan's influence was due to the integrity of his character
 and the charm of his personality. He was religious in the

 sense that he measured life with the standard of what transcends

 life. He made the Buddha acceptable to the rulers of China.

 But his speculation would not have been recognized as Buddhist

 by any Indian. The similarity between Hui-yUan's and Gnostic

 speculation is evident. But it is difficult to judge if there

 were influences. So much might be said: Hui-yuan's shen, as a

 concept, is similar to psyche, WuXn , which, like shen, is of
 divine origin (cf. Democr. 171, Diels: WuXf, O1KtrTplOV ba(.o-
 vog). Buddhist transmigration leads nowhere,anyway not to

 union with a cosmic One. Taoists aimed at union with nature,

 but was nature, in the fourth century, already conceived as a

 person? Taoist texts which speak of union with t'ai-i i- (tao)

 a short official career he retired to Lu-shan where he spent most of his

 years. In a "letter to my son and mW niece' he says: 'How I love that land-
 scape; how I enjoy discovering (religion) and telling of it, getting in union
 with nature and nearer to my predestined end. Step by step I progress, happy
 while overcoming my despondency, restless, not counting the days... Now I
 am not yet too old and not yet too feeble; I can still strive after the de-
 sired goal and follow my heart's longing. I can take refuge (in Buddhism)
 sure that this will secure me a future life (in Heaven); I can use my last
 years to nourish (my vital force, yang-sheng). I can pass my days enjoying
 the bright mornings, I can squeeze joy out of sorrow conscious that it must
 end. That is all I am still desiring.' In 438 he was called to the capital
 by Wen Ti as head of the academy, and followed the call. Sung-shu 93 pp.
 17b 3 9.

 66) The acadenW had four departments: Classics under Lei Tzu-tsung, Neo-
 Taoism and Buddhism under Ho Shang-chih, History under Ho Ch'eng-t'ien, and
 Literature under Hsieh YUan Mt. At that time hsuana-hstieh must have in-
 cluded Buddhism. Pure neo-Taoists in the old sense of the word did no more
 exist.
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 301 A Biography of Chu 'rao-sheng 81

 are much too late to be useful (cf. Maspero, Taoism p. 39 and

 74).

 6. Hsieh Ling-yu'n

 Among the gentlemen who made friends with the monks, Hsieh

 Ling-y'un )is famous as the poet and idealist who met with a

 67) Hsieh Ling-yin (385-433, tzu K'ang-lo 1*3). The family was from
 Ch'en F* in southeast Ionan, but possessed an estate in Shih-ning Al, in the

 chiin of K'uei-chi *V# in south Kiangsu and Hsieh used to speak of this region

 as his home. He inherited the title and income of a Duke of K'ang-lo. He

 began his career as an officer under Liu Iig 0, and later transferred into

 the arnWy of I's victorious rival, Liu YiU, who founded the Sung dynasty in A.
 D. 420. Liu Yu and his successors admired his literary genius and nuch to

 his disappointment used him as poet laureate, for he had higher ambitions.

 He met Hui-yuan for the first time in 412 (perhaps earlier). In the capital

 he frequented the circle of neo-Taoists around the Prince of Lu-ling (note

 S4) where he met Yen Yen-chih (note 56) and Hui-lin, the Buddhist reformer

 (note 53). Among the correspondentsin the Pien-tsung lun written in defense
 of Instantaneous Illumination are Wang Hung and the monk Fa-kang M from

 Hu-ch'iu-shan. The circle of those who discussed Tao-sheng's theories nust

 have been wide-spread (Tang p. 628). About Hsieh's personal relation to Tao-

 sheng we know nothing. In 422 he was sent to Yung-chia kcX in Chekiang and

 there wrote the letters which are collected in the Pien-tsung lun. Next

 year, when China came under the regentship of Hsta Hsien-chih, who ruled for

 the infant known as Shao Ti, he resigned from his office of t'ai-shou,for

 he had become suspect through his relation to the Prince of Lu-ling who was

 killed by the regent in 424. ,He lived in the mountains where he had spent

 the years of his childhood, studying and wandering. His companion during

 these years was a monk from Lu-shan, T'an-lung 21M, under whose influence he
 became for some time a serious Buddhist living in self-chosen poverty. Hut

 when in 426 the regent was killed byWen Ti, a new career opened for him the

 glamor of which he could not resist. Wen Ti was interested in neo-Taoist

 and wddhist philosophy; he called him repeatedly to the court and treated

 him well even though Ling-yUn did his best to show him thathe did not intend

 to sacrifice his personal freedom for imperial favor. The Emperor became
 annoyed and, yielding to the pressure of his advisers, sent him back to

 K'uei-chi in 428. About 430 he was charged with subversive activities by

 a fellow Hddhist, Meng I, magistrate of K'uei-chi. Warned, he went at once

 to the capital and succeeded in convincing the Emperor of his innocence. He

 remained in the capital, took part in the revision of the Nirvsia Saitra

 (southern edition) in 430, and in collaboration with Hui-jui composed an Out-

 line of the Fourteen Sounds (+V9*01Ji), the first attempt in history to use-

 Chinese characters as phonetic symbols. Hut unable to behave as he should

 when under observation, hewas again accused and this time sent to Lin-ch'uan

 )11 in Kiangsi where he was defenseless against further defamation. The

 Emperor had lost all interest in him and was ready to sign his death sen-

 tence. A courageous courtier interfered and the sentence was conmted in-

 to exile in Kwangchow, but already in the following year, 443, his enemies

 got what they wanted; he was hunted down, killed and 'his body thrown on the
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 tragic end. Hsieh was the type of neo-Taoist who valued per--

 sonal independence above all. He is known for his poems, ) but
 from his biography we learn that he was also a pioneer of civ--

 ilization. He certainly had initiative but was unable to real-

 ize his ideas through lack of diplomacy. He maddened the court

 by his unceremoniousness and neglect of duties which he con-

 sidered unessential. Against the camarilla which formed he was

 helpless.

 What was his Buddhism worth? Tang says that he lacked

 steadfastness of purpose. 'His body was in the mountains but

 his mind played with a career at the court ... He penetrated

 Buddhism only superficially appreciating it as an excuse to

 talk about cosmology. Though he said (to Meng I) 70) that 'to
 be saved one had to acquire Wisdom,' he never strove seriously

 himself. So his body perished before he was mature as a Bud-

 dhist. This the Chinese literati may take as a warning not to

 follow such habits.'

 I doubt that the doctrine of Instantaneous Illumination as

 defended in the Pien-tsung lun V 71) was identical with that
 of Tao-sheng. Tao-sheng was a Buddhist monk who believed in

 Buddhist Revelation. Could he call himself a Taoist and play

 out Taoism against Buddhism? 72 Yet the front-line they drew

 road', as the record says. Sung-shu 67; Tang, History pp. 436-440, 627 ff.,
 663-666.

 68) Extant in the Hsieh K'ang-lo chi. Some poems are incorporated in
 the Wen-hsiian 19. 20. 22-30.

 69) Tang, History p. 440 line 7.
 70) Sung-shu 67 p. 31b: -tk LAAii i, A0'f'Alk. 'To be

 saved one has to acquire Wisdom. You will get a seat in Heaven before Ling-

 yiin, but be sure that you will become Buddha after me.' Ihis affront Meng

 I could not forgive.

 71) KJJICHMI 18 p. 224c ff. Cf. The Book of Chao p. 186 ff. 'Wen I made this

 translation I did not yet know the version of the Hsieh K'anglo chi chu by
 Huang Hui-wen &l*4 I.41*t4{: which is more preferable to that of the Taisho

 edition. Ihe reader will find a translation based on this version in Fun s-
 Bodde, History pp. 274-84.

 72) KHMCHI 18 p. 225a 6: F -L PRI iJR, M -AN * M*,7P

 OMMARZA.'The (absolute) standard based on which (we) reject (the gradual

 goals of both) Confucianism and 3uddhism seplarate us from these religions

 though we share with them a conmon goal. I believe that both religions are

 for the masses and that only Taoism (i.e., neo-Taoism) gets the gist of the

 problem.' Ihis passage, also translated by Fung-Bodde l.c. p. 275-6, looks

 strange and Prof. Bodde corrects M* to %*. But, as I have tried to ex-

 plain in MN XI, 1, the front-line run between mysticism and cults, and I
 think it quite possible that Ling-yun designated himself 'Taoist' as did

 Hui - lin.
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 between Buddhism for the 'great' and that for the 'small' man

 was perhaps the same: on the one side the donor, represented

 by Meng I in the case of Hsieh Ling-yUn, a bigot, who collected

 Karma for advantages in the other world; on the other side the

 free personality of the truly pious demanding nothing from the

 Buddha but all from himself. That this demand had to be an-

 swered in toto, and could not be bargained down, they both

 knew, and that, I think, is the reason why Tao-sheng in his

 letter to Wang Wei says that he in general agrees with Hsieh's

 interpretation of his doctrine. 3)

 7. The Arrival of the Nirvana Siutra

 and the Icchantika Conflict

 The outstandingeventduring the twenty years Tao-sheng stay-

 ed in the capital was the translation of the Nirvana Siutra

 which Fa-hsien, disciple of Hui-yuan, had brought from India.

 Tao-sheng was then in his fifties and must have written some

 more of his pamphlets among which the two most famous ones are

 (True) Piety Requires No (Mundane) Reward 74) and Through In-
 stantaneous Illumination One Becomes a Buddha. 75)

 With these writings he drew a sharp line between himself and

 the vulgar Buddhism ofthe donors. To sum up what they probably

 contained, he must have said that all karmic promises ofreward

 and threats of punishment, though perhaps as true as what hap-

 pens in the world of the senses, are irrelevant for spiritual

 progress. Further, all stages to be reached on the way to the

 goal, all definable programs orideals, though they maybe useful
 as expedients, are yet lies in comparison with the true truth

 and are therefore apt to veil the Final Goal.. The meaning of

 life, or li, or the Buddha, cannot be cutupinto numbered sub-

 jects, it can only be understood in full or not at all.

 Tao-sheng must have developed some kind of Buddhology from

 his concepts of an indivisible 1i and of the Buddha as the

 Center of the Universe, though he rejected Hui-y'uan's picture
 of the wandering soul returning to the World-soul. I agree

 with Tang that he did not believe inmaterial souls (shen-ming)
 though I could not find any evidence that would definitely prove

 this point. ) He replaced the Chinese soul concept by that of

 73) KIMNCHI p. 228a 9.

 74) Below Writings B 1.

 75) Below Writings B 2.

 76) Tang, History p. 641 ff.
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 the immortal Self ( n ), an extremely important notion.

 We know that Tao-sheng before the arrival of the Nirvdna
 77)

 Siutra knew already of the True Self (# t). The Vimalakrrti

 Commentary even uses the phrase 'myself which is Buddha nature'

 ( Mt t which otherwise does not occur before the Nirvana
 S! tra . How is this fact to be explained?

 The (Mah5yffna) Maha-parinirvana Sutra had twice been trans-
 lated; first by Fa-hsien in 417-418, then by Dharmaksema of

 80)
 the Northern Liang Dynasty in 414-421. The latter edition

 came to Yang-tu, the capital district, in 430 and soon after

 was amalgamated with the translation ofFa-hsien, and a revised

 edition was compiled bg Hlui-kuan, Hui-yen and Hsieh Ling-yuin. )
 As the story goes, ) Tao-sheng, 'when the Nirvana Sitra in

 six chapters reached the capital, inquired into the Buddha

 nature and deeply understood its meaning. After that he be-

 came convinced that the icchantika ) could become Buddhas. At
 that time the Large Nirvana Sutra had not yet been brought to
 Clina; he stood, therefore, completely alone against the Sanaha
 which objected. The conservative party accused him of hereti-
 cal views contradicting the Law. When the quarrel became more

 and more bitter itwas brought before the full assembly and the

 expulsion (of Tao-sheng) was proposed. Sheng, before the four
 divisions of the community, solemnly swore as follows: In case

 77) In the discussions in Ch'ang-an the phrases 'true Karma' A (Karma
 which leads to union with the One, the Buddha, in opposition to that which
 leads topositions still inside Sadiasra) and 'true nature' Ati were used (Yi-
 i lun p. 42a 24).

 78) CVS p. 354b 27. cf. Chi-tsang, Fa-hua hsuian-lun, Taisho 2 XO(IV p.
 380b 20. 'Before the Nirvana Sditra was cmpletely known Tao-sheng knew in-
 tuitively of the Buddha nature'(iMg; it?.H.il4tt).Cf. Writings C 1.

 79) Qioted as Ni-yian in 6 chiian i/Sij (Nanjio 120, Taish5 376; Bagchi,
 Le canon bouddhique en Chine, tome ler, Paris 1927, has Nanjio 118, but that
 is a Hirnayina sutra). Translated by Fa-hsien and Buddhabhadra from the first
 of the tenth month of 417 to the second of the 'first month of 418in Tao-
 ch'ang-ssu (Yu-lu p. 60b).

 80) According to the Introduction of Tao-lang, the first comnentator of
 this sutra (Yu-lu p. S9c), the translation was finished the 23rd of the tenth
 month 421 (not 419 as said by Bagchi p. 217). It was begun during 414 (Fang-
 lu; Bagchi l.c. p. 217). Ihis is called the northern edition (4L*). It is
 in 40 chiian. Nanjio 113; Taish5 374.

 81) This is tne southern edition (M*) in 36 chilan. Nanji5 114, Tai-
 sh5 375. The exact date is not known. Cf. KSCH 7 p. 267, biography of Hui-
 yen; Tang, History p. 606.

 82) Cf. Yu-lu 15. 4 p. llla 18-23.
 83) Incorrigeable heretics.
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 my opinion does not correctly interpret the sutra, I pray that

 in this incarnation my body may be covered with leprosy, but,

 if I am right, I beg that I may sit onthe teacher's chair when

 I must pass from life. With these words he left the assembly

 in anger. When the northern edition arrived it said that the

 icchantika possess the Buddha nature; it corroborated completely

 his opinion, Sheng, as soon as he got hold of it, studied it

 and it became a subject of his lectures. In the tenth month of

 the eleventh year of the yuian-chia period, in winter, he was

 sitting in the teacher's chair; he looked bright as if inspired

 and his voice went forth with unusual power. He had discussed

 his subject several times and (had led his hearers iffto) supra-

 mundane depths. All those present felt enlightened and com-

 forted. Suddenly, when the lecture drew to its conclusion,

 the duster (in his hand) trembled and fell. He died leaning

 against the lectern in the orthodox posture with his face com-

 posed. His color being unchanged one could well believe that

 he was meditating. All Buddhists felt their loss deeply and

 mourning was general. The monks who had expelled him felt

 bitter remorse; they too believed (in the correctness of his

 opinion). That his spiritual mirror had been clear was now

 proved.'

 Tao-sheng's sagacity has often been praised, and the courage

 with which he stood to his conviction is to be admired, but it

 is difficult to believe in his gift of prophecy. ) He must
 have been acquainted with the Buddhahood of the icchantika

 through Fa-hsien who arrived in Shantung in 412 and met Hsieh

 Lingb.yUn in Chien-k'ang in the autumn of 413. Ling-yun in the

 Introduction to the Dedication of the Shrine of the Buddha-

 Shade, )composed soon after this event, extols the fact that
 they too will awaken from their dream. One may even suggest

 84) Because Tang thinks differently, and the matter concerns not only the

 prophetic gift of Tao-sheng but also the relation between the two versions

 of the Nirvana Sutra, I shall deal again with this topic in a later paper.
 85) MIAMI 15 p. 199b 19. Fa-hsien had journeyed to Nagarahara where the

 Buddha had left the imprint of his shadow (ying) in a cave. In memoriam of
 this event a shrine was erected on Lu-shan. The date of this erection, the

 first day of the fifth month of 412, is useful in determining the controver-

 sial date of Fa-hsien's return. Hsieh's Dedication was written in 413 or

 414 (Tang p. 438). It says: MV4Jf**ZM, 14lZ8Gt;t . "The fwying owl will
 mellow her croaking voice; the icchantika will find the road leading home.'
 And in the Dedication (c 10) we read: l 'Those who
 have strayed from home (allusion to Chuang Tzu 2), the icchantika gang, now
 see the road home and awakening from their dream now meet (Truth).'
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 that the first translators were looking forward to find it in

 the sutra text and were much disappointed when it was not

 there. For they knew from Fa-hsien that this was an important

 point. Fa-hsien himself might have expected to find it in his

 copy. 86 The question was whether thewritten text was correct
 or the opposite news which had arrived with Fa-hsien. Tao-

 sheng only 'prophesied' what alreadywas known, though not cor-

 roborated by a text brought from India and therefore not be-

 lieved by the majority of the students.
 The translation of the Nirvafna Suitra was a social event of

 the first magnitude inwhich overahundred persons participated.

 The interest in this work was so great because if I understand

 the situation correctly, all those who had been told that noth-

 ing remains in Nirvana, that no soul lives there in eternal
 bliss, seemed in this sutra to find their earlier hopes grati-
 fied. 'The ,Buddha possesses an immortal Self; therefore his
 Divine Mirror has special authority and makes him king among

 all sages. NirvaNna is eternal life; this makes possible (the

 Buddha's) responsive reflection. Mah5ygna is not to be dis-
 carded; it carries (the message of) the immortal (soul) and

 eternal life (after death).' So Hui-jui calls out jubilant-

 ly* 7
 The atmosphere in Chien-k'ang at that time is well describ-

 ed in a letter written by Fan-t'ai toTao-sheng and Hui-kuan 88)
 which reads:

 'Indian tradition seems to be inconsistent with itself.

 When Sanghadeva arrived (his teaching) was studied and praised
 by people like (Hui-)i and Ch'in(?). 89) Now, that was Hina-
 yana. It was called highest truth. The Vaipulya Siutras, prea-
 ching lifelessness (anutpatti), they said, were composed by

 the devil. When afterwards Sanghadeva discussed sutras, he did
 not sit on the teacher's chair. Then Fa-hsien came and brought
 the first news of the Nirvffna Sitra. So it was said that the
 doctrine of eternal life (after death) was the best of all and
 the goal of the Prajnapa-ramitafs was considered as inferior.

 86) The postscript to the translation says that an Upisaka Kila in Pita-

 lipitra copied the sutra for Fa-hsien. Thus he did not do it himself. Yu-
 lu p. 60b. Cf. T'oung Pao vol. XL 4, 5 p. 246 note. P. Demi6ville, A propos
 du concile de Va!ihI1.

 87) Yd-i lun p. 41c 20.

 88) HMCHI 12 p. 78b.

 89) Tang reads Kuan, but if Hui-kuan was the addressee, could he be men-
 tioned in the letter in the manner Ch'in is?
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 307 A Biography of OCu Tao-shenlg 87

 From this I conclude that (tlhe Buddhists) h-ave no standard

 (with which to measure the different doctrines); as soon as

 they hear a new one they change their minds. One feels as

 though he were ina shooting competition where the second marks-

 man cuts out the first.'

 This criticizes a religion which seemed tobe based on abso-

 lute authority. In fact the meaning of Buddhism was not re-

 vealed to the Chinese all at once but had to be sought by them

 in ever renewed efforts. Tao-sheng was one of those who dug

 through layers of wording to what to him, though not to other

 seekers, was final truth. Fan T'ai's letter characterizes this

 situation quite correctly. But his cry for the establishment

 of an orthodoxy in Chinese Buddhism remained unanswered.

 In the Nirvana Suitra the final state is described as the

 blissful and pure life of an everlasting person (Jtman). To

 Tao-sheng that meant life in union with the Sage (the Father).

 A fine-material, surviving soul, such as the majority of Bud-

 dhist laymen believed to have got in the Buddha nature was

 not essential as a connecting link between reincarnations. He

 understood Sathsara (transmigration) as a pilgrimage leading to

 the final moment of recognition What happened during that

 period was taking part in Illusion and not worthwhile being

 considered. He was concerned about his salvation guaranteed by

 the fact that we are Buddhas by nature. This was his answer

 to the problem of the True Cause (IE 9) of Buddhahood. He felt

 that life not transcending itself is unworthy to be lived.

 This had worried him, till the message of the Nirvana Stitra

 restored his belief in the dignity of all living beings who

 now, as children of the Buddha, from the very beginning of their

 pilgrimage participated inhis eternal existence. The seemingly

 unsurpassable gap separating this world from that beyond had

 been bridged.

 We may surmise that during the years after 418 Tao-sheng

 wrote the pamphlets which treated of these problems: ' Buddha

 nature will be realized in the future' 91) and 'The response of
 the Buddha is conditioned.' 92) It is possible that the pro-
 positions quoted in the MSCH (Writings B, 8-10) belong to this

 period.

 In 423 Tao-sheng had participated in the translation of the

 90) Cf. Tang, History p. 641.

 91) Below Writings B 4.

 92) Below Wri tings B 7.
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 Mahlsisaka Vinaya (Taisho 1422), brought to China byFa-hsien. 93)
 In 428 or the following year hewas ousted from the community.

 I have quoted above the description of this event in the

 biography. From other sources9 we know the name of his rival,
 a Dharma teacher Chih-sheng TJJ# who had taken part in the Vinaya
 translation, a Ehotanese. ) Chih-sheng composed a memorial
 which he presented to the ruler, Wen Ti, demanding Tao-sheng's

 exile. The Emperor agreed.

 Whether this is true or not, something of this kind must

 have happened. It was a case that certainly had in the last

 instance to be decided by the Emperor. For Tao-sheng was known

 at the court.

 8. Tao- sheng's Las t Years

 Tao-sheng went first to Hu-ch'iu-shan near Suchow. Fa-kang

 a, one of the correspondents in the Pien- tsunj lun, lived
 there. Sheng may have stayed in his monastery. Here, the

 legend says, he called the stones in the wilderness to witness

 that he preached the truth about the icchantika. 98)
 In 430, the following year, he moved to Lu-shan. He lived

 in the Ching-she which belonged tothe Tung-lin-ssu, the center

 of the community. The same year the northern edition of

 93) Translated by Buddhajiva who had come to the capital the same year.

 94) Cf. Tang, Hiistory p. 619 ff.
 95) There exists anumber of versions of this episode that are dealt with

 in detail by D. Tokiwa in Bussho no kenkyui. Prof. Tang thinks that this

 material is not worthwhile considering (Tang p. 649) hbt an exception should

 be made with the Nieh-p'an-ching hsiuan-i wen-chii ;tXtICA j by Tao-hsien
 Al,. a subcommentary on Kuan-,ting's Nieh-p'an ching hsuian-i, Taish5 1765
 XXXVIII. quoted by Tokiwa on p. 178. Cf. Hais 1. 56/2 p. 179d, 180a. (Chih-

 sheng is also mentioned as adversary df Tao-sheng in the Ichi-j5-hus-sha-e-

 nichi-sho, Taisho 2297 J p. 173c, 174a 27 f.; cf. TaishM 2299 LXX p. 290c

 f. which quotes the MXII.) Tao-hsiep was a T'ang monk who 'entezred the capi-
 tal inm the ta-li period (766-775)'. Cf. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi, Taisla 2035 XLIX

 p. 246a. He wrote a number of subcomamentaries four of which are extant in

 the Hsau edition. Another similar version of this episode is found in the

 Ichi-j6-y5-ketsu, TaishM 2370 LXXIV p. 361a, by Genshin MR (died 1017).
 Chih-sheng was not famous. So why should Tao-hsien slander him? Besides

 certain statements in his story like that about the forty odd paragraphs in

 whicih the icchantika are said to possess the Buddha nature are correct.

 96) No biography is extant.

 97) Fa-kang died one month after Tao-sheng. Hui-lin wrQte both their

 obituaries. Hui-lin, when exiled three years later, also went to Hu-ch'iu.

 shan.

 98) Cf. Dictionaries under fTiE4.

 99) Cf. note 17.
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 309 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng 89

 the Nirvana Szltra arrived in Yangchou and was amalgamated with

 that of Fa-hsien by Hui-yen, Hui-kuan and Hsieh Ling-yun. It

 was discovered that its second part, not contained inFa-hsien's

 text, corroborated Tao-sheng's opinion concerning the Suddha

 nature ofthe icchantika. The Emperor was accordingly informed.

 A messenger was sent to Lu-shan. 100) Tao-sheng came to the
 capital, studied the sutra and was reinstated in the favour of

 the ruler. In 432 he composed a commentary to the Lotus Si7tra

 from earlier notes.

 The eleventh day of the tenth month ofthe same year (Novem-

 ber 27, 432? Tao-sheng died during a lecture and was buried on

 Lu-shan. 1) His obituary was written by Hui-lin. 102)

 9. Tao- sheng's Influence

 The picture we get of Tao-sheng's life from these data is

 that of a religious seeker leading a relatively quiet life

 among his aristocratic friends. He held his lectures in a

 small circle of educated Buddhists, saying freely what he

 thought to be true. His frankness made him enemies. With the

 general public he had no contact, - a character very different

 indeed from the popular orators and founders of schools who

 rose to the surface under the T'ang. To list him among the

 patriarchs of any school, whether San-lun orT'ien-t'ai, is pre-

 posterous. ) Schools have programs, Tao-sheng had none. We
 only know of disciples in the first generation. Yet, the legend

 of the man who stood for his conviction that all living beings

 are destined for Buddhahood, those rich in merit and those

 poor in merit alike, lived on.

 In a catalogue of 472 A.D. Tao-sheng's writings are still

 listed; 104) in one of 519 they a-re already absent. The Scholia
 composed under the Sui contain few quotations; they are more

 numerous under the T'ang. Maybe that under the influence of

 Ch'an Buddhism the interest in Tao-sheng revived. Only his

 commentaries are still extant. They, however, survived not

 because Tao-sheng's teaching was well understood, but because

 the sutras he had commented upon, the Nirvana and Vimala-

 100) This and the following according to Tao-hsien.
 101) Tao-hsien reports that he was called 'the monk who waited to die

 (till he was vindicated)' (tE1tf).

 102) KJIMCHI 23 p. 265c.

 103) Cf. Tang, History pp. 730 ff.
 104) Ch'eng-lu pp. 83. 84.
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 9( Walter Liebenthal 310

 kTrti, ) grew more and more popular. Or else, his pamphlets
 would also have been copied.

 Dr. Hu Shih, whose thorough investigation into the history
 of Ch'an Buddhism has thrown so much light on this difficult

 106)
 matter, has called Tao-sheng the actual founder of Ch'an (Zen).
 Here I cannot follow this eminent scholar. Hu has, to my mean-
 ing, misunderstood two points: (1) The revolutionary sounding
 titles of Tao-sheng's pamphlets were not 'the first cannonballs
 directed against Indian thought ) but Indian Buddhist tenets
 which Tao-sheng had found in the MYahdygna Su3tras; (2) Instan-
 taneous Illumination, propagated by Tao-sheng, and Instantane-
 ous Teaching, propagated by his opponent Hui-kuan, must be
 distinguished, even though under the T'ang these terms were
 confused. I shall deal with this matter in a later paper.

 Whether Shen-hui (whom I, followinw.Hu, consider as the
 virtual founder of the Southern School ) knew much of Tao-
 sheng, is rather doubtful. This grand impostor, asHu describes
 him, had to all probability no scholarly interest. He took
 terms where he found them and used them as he thought fit.
 Sudden Enlightenment or, as I am used to translate the term,
 Instantaneous Illumination (tun-wu Wt1),when dealing with Tao-
 sheng, was a slogan which neither Shen-hui nor his adversaries
 could afford to neglect in their propaganda. No school called
 itself 'gradual'. But then the meaning of tun-wu had little
 relation to what it had in Tao-sheng's pamphlet. 109)

 The only facts on Tao-sheng's succession are the following
 We know of two disciples, Tao-yu it ) and Fa-yiian t $,

 105) Tang, History pp. 677 ff.; 832 ff. Kuan-ting in the Ta-p'an-nieh.
 p'an ching hsuan-i, Taish5 XXXVIII p. 2a 4, says that he was called nieh-p'an
 sheng aMA .

 106) Hu Shih, Development of Zen Buddhism in China in The Social and
 Political Science Review Vol. XV No. 4 (1932) pp. 483-485. Dr. Bm has pre-
 decessors. Cf. Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, Fo-hsuieh yen-chiu 18. 1 p. 8.M9499%*WVE
 (OMAWZ-V ). Also Yang Wen-hui, Fo-chiao ch'u-hsiieh k'o-pen p. 38a. t
 1*, 4IX*. Both scholars were educated in Japan.

 107) Hu Shih, Shen-hui ho-shang i-chi 08f1 , Shanghai 1930, p. 39.
 Reprinted in the Hu-shih lun-hsiieh chin-chu MA&*At, Shanghai 1935, vol.
 I, p. 265. Cf. Jacques Gernet, Biographie du maitre Chen-houei du Ho-tso
 (668-760), Journal Asiatique 239 (1951), and W. Liebenthal, The Sermon of
 Shen-hui, Asia Major, N. S. vol. III. 2 (1952).

 108) Other scholars disagree bit I believe that in the brilliant paper
 cited in note 106 he has proved his point.

 109) Hu l.c. says that 'Sudden Enlightenment means that Bddhahood can
 be achieved through inmmediate awakening without having to undergo the long
 and arduous process of merit-accumulation and dhyana-practice.'

 110) He followed Sheng to Lu-shan. After his death he moved to Lin-
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 311 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng; 91

 who handed down his doctrine of Instantaneous Illumination.

 Both died less than fifty years after their master and had no

 followers of an? importance. Liu Ch'iu riJL was an important
 Buddhist layman ) who lived under (Liang) Wu Ti. He and his
 friend, a monk Fa-ching , ) propagated Tao-sheng's Instan-

 taneous Illumination. Tang believes to have found what he

 calls 'a faint thread' leading from Fa-ching to Ch'an Bud-

 dhism. 114) He says that Ching's disciple,Chih-yuan VA X, )
 and Hui-hao JO, disciple of Ming Fa-shih m f, 1) whose
 disciple Fa-ch'ung i. belonged to the LaAkavataira School,117)
 lived together in Chien-k'ang and Ching-chou. The passage to

 which Tang probably refers is found in the biography of Chih-

 yuan. ) The man who there says that in his youth he had been
 a schoolmate of Yflan is a Hui-hao from Hsin-an-ssu. Now we do

 not know that Hui-hao, the patriarch of the LaAkJvat5ra School,

 was ever in Hsin-an-ssu; besides he was fifty-two years younger

 than Chih-yuan, and cannot therefore be the same man as the

 schoolmate thus named. ) So it seems that even this faint

 ch'uan where Hsieh Ling-yUln had been nei-shih in 432. Probably a Buddhist

 comunity existed there. Wen Ti had discussed Instantaneous Illumination

 with Seng-pi f, a conversation which he ended with the sigh: 'If the dead

 teacher were present, you could not defeat him;' he asked for disciples ac-

 quainted with this doctrine, and called Tao-yu and Fa-yuan to the capital

 where a debate was held. We also know of another debate, pronmted by Hsiao-
 wu Ti, with Fa-yao;L* , defender of Gradual Illumination. Fa-yao is also

 called follower of Small Instantaneous Illumination (The Book of Chao p.
 176), and I believe that this debate may have occasioned this term. Fa-yao

 was the author of a comnentary to the ?rrmalika. He died between 473 and
 476. Yu-lu 9. 18; Pei-shan lu, Taisho LII p. 598a 2; KSCH 7. 31; Tang, His-
 tory.

 111) He was from the north, wandered to Lu-shan and took part in the

 debate just mentioned. He composed a commentary on the SrYmilikf. He died

 in 489. KSCH 8. 8; Tang, History p. 673.

 112) Biography in the Nan-ch'i-shu 54; Tang, History p. 675.
 113)' (Tang) KSCH 16. 12. His dates are unknown. But we know from the

 biography that the second ruler of the later Liang (555-587) held him in high
 respect.

 114) Tang, History p. 676.
 115) 495-571. (Tang) KSQI 16. 10.

 116) 547-633. (Tang) KSCJ 13. 2. p. 522, cf. p. 642c 8.
 117) Hu Sih, Lun-hsuieh chi-chu I. p. 217.

 118) (Tang) KSCH p. 556a 26: V 5T1XX.W :;U , ,
 %W*ZP_it .

 119) Hsin-an-ssu Hui-hao and An-chou Hui-hao were two different persons.

 Ihe biography of the T'ien-t'ai patriarch IIzi-ssu says that, when his nonas-
 tery on Heng-shan was destroyed and he moved to the capital, he was met by a

 Seng-cheng Hui-hao, cf. (T'ang) KSXI p. 563c 4. Hui-ssu died in 577 when An-
 Chou li-hao was only thirty years old.
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 92 Walter Liebenthal 312

 thread does not hold: there exists no historical connection
 between Tao-sheng and Ch'an Buddhism.

 The Writings of Tao-sheng 1200

 A. Commentaries.

 1. Wei-mo-chieh i-shu AXRAOL Mentioned in the Yu-lu bi-
 ography p. lllb. Extant in

 a) the Chu Wei-mo-chieh ching 6*4'ri in 10 ch., 14 pT in,
 Taisho 1775. In this edition the commentaries of Kumarajiva,

 Seng-chao, Tao-sheng are combined. A blockprint of 1887, cut
 by the Ching-ling k'o-ching ch'u in 8 ch., is still on the
 market,

 b) the Ching-ming ching kuan-chung shu, compiled by Tao-i,
 Taisho 2777. Cf. The Book of Chao p. 10 note 36.

 The Yu-lu says that Tao-sheng composed this commentary after
 that of Seng-chao in order to make known the deeper understand-
 ing of the text which he possessed. Seng-chao's commentary
 was sent to Lu-shan in 410 where it probably was read by Tao-

 sheng. Thus his commentary was composed not much after that
 date.

 2. Miao-fa-lien-hua china i-shu OiPI i. Mentioned in
 the biography. Extant in the Hsti 2B 23/4 under the title Fa-

 hua shu. 121) An excellent blockprint edition that separates
 the sutra and the commentary has recently been published in
 Peking by the Fo-hs'ueh shu-chu. The introductory paragraph p.
 396d says: 'During the lectures (of Fa-t'ai?) I jotted down
 what I heard, and in a commentary preserved the words of the
 Master to assist students. I revised (these notes)inthe third
 month of (432 A.D.) in the Ching-she ofthe Tung-lin-ssu on Lu-
 shan. I added excerpts from other commentaries and made it one
 chuan.'122)

 &. Hsiao-p'in china i-shu 4J, iPR IA. Cf. the biography. Not
 extant.

 4. Ni-hsiian ching i-shu MR04R . Cf. the biography. Ex-

 120) Cf. Tang. History pp. 622-624. Wy titles are reconstructions.
 121) Chi-tsang also used to call his comns. I-shu. Probably in order

 to avoid confusion this conmentary is usually quoted as shu.
 122) At the time of Tao-sheng there existed among others commns.by Tao-

 jung and T'an-ying (Fa-hua hailan-lun. Taish5 XXXIV p. 363c), also notes by
 Hli-kuan. The I-shu is quoted by Chi-tsang in the Hailan-lun p. 432a 13 (CS
 p. 408a 17); p. 441c 16 ff., (CSPS p. 410b 14); pp. 363b 21; 364b 18; 397c;

 430b, c; 433a; 433b; 434c 13, 18; 442a 9; by Hui-chi.n in the Ssu-lun hsiian-i
 p. 99c 16 (CSPS p. 402c 15).
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 313 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng 93

 tant in the Nieh-p'an china chi-chieh iYAWR in 71 ch.. Taish5

 1763; Hsa 1. 94/2-4. The Chi-chieh in originally 72 ch., in-

 cluding a table of contents, was compiled on order of (Liang)

 Wu Ti by Seng-lang 4#M (Fa-lang jbtM) together with Pao-ch'ang
 VID between 509 and 519. 123) It collects the commentaries of
 nearly twenty monks. Tao-sheng's commentary is the oldest

 among those listed. This shows that it was considered as more

 authoritative than those of his contemporaries like Tao-lang

 &NJf, the disciple of Dharmaksema. After the Emperor's preface

 to the Ta-nieh-p'an i-shu of Pao-liang WM follows Sheng's in-

 troduction to his commentary as the first among ten.

 Tang (p. 622) thinks that Tao-sheng wrote first a commentary

 on Fa-hsien's edition and later another on the revised edition.

 Tao-hsien (above note 95) says: 'Tao-sheng (after he had studied

 the revised edition) composed a commentary inover fifty sheets,

 called the I-shu or the Kuan-chung shu WPIA. '124)
 Tao-sheng's I-shu were not philological commentaries ac-

 companying the full text but notes to passages of interest in

 which a problem is put in the wide perspective of his world-

 view. In them he defends the indivisibility of 1i and the e-

 ternal existence of the Buddha. In the Lotus Suitra commentary

 and more so in that on the NirvNna Sutra whole chapters are

 omitted. In the Usii ed. Tao-sheng's comments are found in the

 following places: pp. 123-131, 135-145, 153-157, 165, 176-178,

 180, 188-196, 203, 205-206, 207, 210, 227, 228, 231-234, 264-

 265, 267-268, 281-282, 293-301.

 B. Pamphlets.

 Whether these were written as letters, memorials, or question-

 answer form theses we do not know. The Yu-lu says merely

 that he 'initiated debates'( Pi-X),the KSCH uses the term X which

 points at something written, the MSCH says H 'he proposed.'

 But because we possess quotations we know that some of these

 propositions were in written form. I shall deal with them in

 a paper on Tao-sheng's World-view, thus I only list the titles
 here.

 The biography in the Yu-lu p. lla mentions:

 123) Cf. the Imperial Preface p. 109a. Pao-liang's comn. was written in
 509. It is inserted in the Chi-chieh. Cf. also his biography in the (T'ang)
 KSFI p. 426c and that of Sena-shao ibid. p. 460b 5, ihere Pa-I ang is mentioned
 as the :ompiler. Cf. Tang, History p. 704.

 124) The title Kuan-chung shu was used for conim. written by the dis-
 ciples of KumirajXva called the 'four scholars of Ch'ane-an'( MrpRV).

 125) As in the Chien-wu lun of Hui-kuan.
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 94 Walter Liebenthal 314

 1. True Piety Requires no (Mundane) Rewards T ).Cf.

 Point 16.

 2. Through Instantaneous Illumination One Becomes a Buddha
 ( m5RA). Cf. Point 14.

 The biography in the KSCH p. 366c adds the following trea-

 tises (") to the above:

 3. On the Two Truths (iZS^). Cf. Points 3,4.
 4. The Buddha Nature Will Be Realized in the Future (itM2

 k).Cf. Point 8.

 5. The Dharmakaya is Bodyless ( iPk-S).Cf. Point 12.
 6. The Buddha is Not Found in a Paradise (4?.14 iUk). Cf.

 Point 13. According to theFa-hua hsuan-lun p. 442a 9theorigi-

 nal title of this pamphlet was On the Seven Precious Things(-t
 g^) i.e., those which appear in the Western Paradise.

 7. The Response of the Buddha is Conditioned (lQ1 A*;`).Cf-
 Point 6.

 The MSCH Shuo-ch'u 10 p. 15a, b adds the following proposi-

 tions: 8. 'All living beings subject to the changes of yin and
 yang are the true cause of NirvAna (the soil in which Nirvana

 develops). The icchantika are living, how can they be deprived
 of the Buddha nature?' ( fi 49iI , fj 4K.A ft*.)
 The place where this proposition occurs suggests that it was

 formulated by Tao-sheng. Cf. Point 10.

 9. 'The faith of the icchantika is not sufficiently develop-
 ed; though they have cut their root of good they still possess

 the Buddha nature.'( -A ffi1. )Cf. Point 10.

 10. 'The wisdom of the two yana is able to realize huinyata

 in general (sarvajniatA); the wisdom of the Boddhisattv-a is able
 to realize siinyata with reference to the single dharma (sarva-

 kara- jfzata).' ( A, M gHft, 9Z XL #M IJO #Q. s ) Al so de fended by
 Hui-kuan, cf. The Book of Chao p. 184. This distinction can-
 not refer to that of the dharmasmrtyupasthana as outlined in

 the AbhidharmasAra, and also inthe Ko6a VI p. 158 note 3. Tang
 p. 672 proposes another explanation which I cannot follow. Cf.
 NS p. 757a 23 (768c) and Chi-tsang inthe Hsuan-lun (Taish6 XLV
 p. 61a 15, b 13).

 11. By doing the good and suppressing the evil one attains
 what is called the Karma ofmen and gods; inthe aspect of truth
 getting rewards for doing the good is not (the issue). ([M*fk-
 t AXt , t *Jbt, MX t.) Cf. Point 16.

 12. 'Animals may be happy; among men there are poor people.
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 315 A Biography of Chu Tao-sheng 95

 (Is that a suitable) reward (for good deeds)?' (- I'm V , X vP
 -AA4A:-+.)Cf. Tang p. 646 and Point 17.

 The Ch'eng-lu 2 Chueh-hsing chi p. 83a quotes the following
 two titles:

 13. Nieh-p'an san-shih-liu wen ' T'ang p. 623

 doubts whether we should read PI instead of f-, but miI is cor-

 rect. This refers to the thirty-six questions which Kasyapa

 Nalagramaka 126) asks the Buddha in the Ch'ang-shou p'in 5 of
 the NS (Fa-hsien's edition p. 863c; northern edition p. 379c,

 380a; southern edition p. 619b, c). The number of these ques-

 tions was a much discussed problem, cf. CNS p. 147a-148a, (Sui)

 Hui-yuan's commentary, the Ta-p'an-nieh-p'an ching i-chi (Taishu
 1764 XXXVII p. 653b 4 f.) and Kuan-ting's Ta-p'an-nieh-p'an

 chingshu(Taishd 1767 XXXVIII p. 77c3.) The upadega, Nieh-p'an
 lun (Taisho 1527 XXVI p. 277-281) (uncomplete), attributed to

 Vasubandhu and translated by Dharmabodhi of the eastern Wei

 dynasty, deals with this gAtha. Rather strangely the Ni-hsilan

 ching i-shu (above A3) contains no comment of Tao-sheng on
 these questions.

 14. 'Explaining why with the first thought in the eighth

 stage (the Saint) realizes his desire and attains Nirvana'
 ($X Afl'JCREJ ).Cf. below Point 14.

 C. Correspondence.

 1. 'Concerning the meaningofBuddha nature'(r.34iVM).Ch'eng-
 lu 2.p. 83a. Correspondent was Wang Mi 1EAm (tzu Chih-yUan *1 ).
 Mi, grandson of Wang Tao 14, famous dAnapati under the Chin,
 was a high officer under Huan HsUian and friend of Hui-y'uan. His

 correspondence with Kumarajiva (listed in the Ch'eng-lu 3) is,

 at least in part, extant in Hui-ytuan's correspondence with the

 same, Taisho 1856, cf. Tang p. 312. Mi died 407. This proves

 that long before the arrival of the Nirvana Siutra the Buddha

 nature was a subject of discussion.Chin-shu 65; Ch'iian Chin-wen

 20.

 2. Letter to Wang Wei (below Doc. 14e) concerning Instan-

 taneous Illumination. Printed at the end of the Pien-tsung

 lun, KHMCHI 18 p. 228a.
 The following items of correspondence are listed in the

 Ch'eng-lu 9 p. 84b:
 3.a. Fan Po-lun (Fan T'ai) asks Tao-sheng and the Buddhists

 with him about the Buddha.

 126) Oly PMli NN1agnmaka is handed down. Cf. Safnyutta Nikaya 47. 13.
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 96 Walter Liebenthal 316

 b. Answer of the Buddhists.

 c. Fan asks Tao-sheng again. Three letters and answers.

 d. Fu Chi answers Fan Po-lun. (Fu died in 426. So this

 correspondence was written before that date.)

 Listed in the Ch'eng-lu 11 p. 84c:

 4. Letter of Fan Po-lun addressed toTao-sheng and Hui-kuan.

 Extant in the HNCHI 12 p. 78. Cf. above note 13.

 Listed in the Ch'eng-lu 6 p. 83c 11:
 5. Liu I-min writes Tao-sheng. Perhaps written during Tao-

 sheng's sojourn in Ch'ang-an before 408.

 D. 'The Fourteen Topics' (+SFi--4()

 This compilation, whether by Tao-sheng himself or by some-

 body else we do not know, is listed in a Japanese catalogue of
 858 (Taisho 2173 LV p. 1106b) under the above headline, also

 in the (Sung) 1-wen chih under the headline +943WIT (instead of
 taboo V ) V&M. The Nieh-p'an hsiuan-i fa-yiian-chi yao ch.l

 (Taisho 1766 XXXVIII p. 19a 17) contains a quotation;

 t3lMZ ? R , t M SA J-EOg + I 1if# 4 4 N at X>- g-t M/1 PTRs

 (Tao-sheng) said that the icchantika become Buddhas.

 Then he composed The Fourteen Topics. In the tenth entitled

 'Why all living beings possess the Buddha nature' it is said:
 'The (Nirvana) Siutra says that the icchantika do not (pos-

 sess the Buddha nature). This has been said in order to

 rouse people of bad morals though it is not actually so.

 For if (these people) learn that bad morals result in the

 loss (of Buddhahood), they cease to be bad. The underlying

 idea is to stir up those who were then living and convert

 them. One must not let oneself be deceived by the words

 (of the sutra).

 If my translation is correct the quotation would say that
 Tao-sheng himself composed The Fourteen Topics. But it is very
 late. The author, Chih-yuan -'fV, lived under the Sung (976-
 1022), and Kuan-ting's Hsuan-i (Taish6 1765) of which 1766 is
 a subcommentary does not contain this quotation. It is interest-
 ing to notice that these topics are designated A like those
 listed in the Yu-lu (above B 1, 2, 3).
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